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I have never found a handbook on the art of fiction or the stage, nor can I imagine
finding one, that did not contain a chapter on the creation of character, a skill whose
mastery, the author of each manual insists, secures for one the inner secrets of these
arts: not, mind you, an easy thing: rather as difficult as the whole art itself, since, in a
way, it is the whole art: to fasten in the memory of the reader, like a living presence,
some bright human image. All well and good to paint a landscape, evoke a feeling,
set a tempest loose, but not quite good enough to nail an author to his immortality if
scheming Clarence, fat, foul-trousered Harry, or sweetly terraced Priss do not
emerge from the land they huff and rage and eat in fully furnished out by Being;
enough alive, indeed, to eat and huff in ours— dear God, more alive than that!—
sufficiently enlarged by genius that they threaten to eat up and huff down
everything in sight.
Talk about literature, when it is truly talk about something going on in the pages, if
it is not about ideas, is generally about the people in it, and ranges from those cries
of wonder, horror, pleasure, or surprise, so readily drawn from the innocently
minded, to the annotated stammers of the most erudite and nervous critics. But it is
all the same. Great character is the most obvious single mark of great literature. The
rude, the vulgar, may see in Alyosha nothing more than the image of a modest, Godloving youth; the scholar may perceive through this demeanor a symbolic form; but
the Alyosha of the untutored is somehow more real and present to him than the
youth on his street whom he’s known since childhood, loving of his God and modest
too, equally tried, fully as patient; for in some way Alyosha’s visionary figure will
take lodging in him, make a model for him, so to reach, without the scholar’s
inflationary gifts, general form and universal height; whereas the neighbor may
merely move away, take cold, and forget to write. Even the most careful student will
admit that fiction’s fruit survives its handling and continues growing off the tree. A
great character has an endless interest; its fascination never wanes. Indeed it is a
commonplace to say so. Hamlet. Ahab. Julien Sorel. Madame Bovary. There is no end
to their tragedy. Great literature is great because its characters are great, and
characters are great when they are memorable. A simple formula. The Danish ghost
cries to remember him, and obediently— for we are gullible and superstitious
clots— we do.
It hasn’t always been a commonplace. Aristotle regarded character as a servant of
dramatic action, and there have been an endless succession of opinions about the

value and function of characters since— all dreary— but the important thing to be
noted about nearly every one of them is that whatever else profound and wonderful
these theories have to say about the world and its personalities, characters are
clearly conceived as living outside language. Just as the movie star deserts herself to
put on some press agent’s more alluring fictional persona, the hero of a story sets
out from his own landscape for the same land of romance the star reached by
stepping there from life. These people— Huckleberry Finn, the Snopeses, Prince
Myshkin, Pickwick, Molly Bloom— seem to have come to the words of their novels
like a visitor to town... and later they leave on the arm of the reader, bound, I
suspect, for a shabbier hotel, and dubious entertainments.
However, Aristotle’s remark was a recommendation. Characters ought to exist for
the sake of the action, he thought, though he knew they often did not, and those who
nowadays say that given a sufficiently powerful and significant plot the characters
will be dominated by it are simply answered by asking them to imagine the plot of
Moby-Dick in the hands of Henry James, or that of Sanctuary done into Austen. And
if you can persuade them to try (you will have no success), you may then ask how
the heroes and the heroines come out. The same disastrous exercise can be given
those who believe that traits make character like definitions do a dictionary. Take
any set of traits you like and let Balzac or Joyce, Stendhal or Beckett, loose in a single
paragraph to use them. Give your fictional creatures qualities, psychologies, actions,
manners, moods; present them from without or from within; let economics matter,
breeding, custom, history; let spirit wet them like a hose: all methods work, and
none do. The nature of the novel will not be understood at all until this is: from any
given body of fictional text, nothing necessarily follows, and anything plausibly may.
Authors are gods— a little tinny sometimes but omnipotent no matter what, and
plausible on top of that, if they can manage it.1
Though the handbooks try to tell us how to create characters, they carefully never
tell us we are making images, illusions, imitations. Gatsby is not an imitation, for
there is nothing he imitates. Actually, if he were a copy, an illusion, sort of shade or
shadow, he would not be called a character at all. He must be unique, entirely
himself, as if he had a self to be. He is required, in fact, to act in character, like a cat
in a sack. No, theories of character are not absurd in the way representational
theories are; they are absurd in a grander way, for the belief in Hamlet (which
audiences often seem to have) is like the belief in God— incomprehensible to
reason— and one is inclined to seek a motive: some deep fear or emotional need.
There are too many motives. We pay heed so easily. We are so pathetically eager for
this other life, for the sounds of distant cities and the sea; we long, apparently, to pit
ourselves against some trying wind, to follow the fortunes of a ship hard beset, to
face up to murder and fornication, and the somber results of anger and love; oh, yes,
to face up— in books— when on our own we scarcely breathe. The tragic view of
life, for instance, in Shakespeare or in Schopenhauer, Unamuno, Sartre, or
Sophocles, is not one jot as pure and penetratingly tragic as a pillow stuffed with
Jewish hair, and if we want to touch life where it burns, though life is what we are

even now awash with— futilely, stupidly drawing in— we ought not to back off from
these other artifacts (wars, pogroms, poverty: men make them, too). But of course
we do, and queue up patiently instead to see Prince Hamlet moon, watch him thrust
his sword through a curtain, fold it once again into Polonius, that foolish old
garrulous proper noun. The so-called life one finds in novels, the worst and best of
them, is nothing like actual life at all, and cannot be; it is not more real, or thrilling,
or authentic; it is not truer, more complex, or pure, and its people have less
spontaneity, are less intricate, less free, less full.2
It is not a single cowardice that drives us into fiction’s fantasies. We often fear that
literature is a game we can’t afford to play— the product of idleness and immoral
ease. In the grip of that feeling it isn’t life we pursue, but the point and purpose of
life— its facility, its use. So Sorel is either a man it is amusing to gossip about, to see
in our friends, to puppet around in our dreams, to serve as our more able and more
interesting surrogate in further fanciful adventures; or Sorel is a theoretical type,
scientifically profound, representing a deep human strain, and the writing of The
Red and the Black constitutes an advance in the science of— what would you like?
sociology?
Before reciting a few helpless arguments, let me suggest, in concluding this
polemical section, just how absurd these views are which think of fiction as a mirror
or a window onto life— as actually creative of living creatures— for really one’s
only weapon against Tertullians is ridicule. There is a painting by Picasso which
depicts a pitcher, candle, blue enamel pot. They are sitting, unadorned, upon the
barest table. Would we wonder what was cooking in that pot? Is it beans, perhaps,
or carrots, a marmite? The orange of the carrot is a perfect complement to the blue
of the pot, and the genius of Picasso, neglecting nothing, has surely placed, behind
that blue, invisible disks of dusky orange, which, in addition, subtly enrich the
table’s velvet brown. Doesn’t that seem reasonable? Now I see that it must be beans,
for above the pot— you can barely see them— are quaking lines of steam, just the
lines we associate with boiling beans... or is it blanching pods? Scholarly research,
supported by a great foundation, will discover that exactly such a pot was used to
cook cassoulet in the kitchens of Charles the Fat... or was it Charles the Bald? There’s
a dissertation in that. And this explains the dripping candle standing by the pot. (Is it
dripping? no? a pity. Let’s go on.) For isn’t Charles the Fat himself that candle? Oh
no, some say, he’s not! Blows are struck. Reputations made and ruined. Someone
will see eventually that the pot is standing on a table, not a stove. But the pot has
just come from the stove, it will be pointed out. Has not Picasso caught that vital
moment of transition? The pot is too hot. The brown is burning. Oh, not this table,
which has been coated with resistant plastic. Singular genius— blessed man— he
thinks of everything.
Here you have half the history of our criticism in the novel. Entire books have been
written about the characters in Dickens, Trollope, Tolstoy, Faulkner. But why not?
Entire books have been written about God, his cohorts, and the fallen angels.

* * *
A character, first of all, is the noise of his name, and all the sounds and rhythms that
proceed from him. We pass most things in novels as we pass things on a train. The
words flow by like the scenery. All is change.3 But there are some points in a
narrative which remain relatively fixed; we may depart from them, but soon we
return, as music returns to its theme. Characters are those primary substances to
which everything else is attached. Hotels, dresses, conversations, sausage, feelings,
gestures, snowy evenings, faces— each may fade as fast as we read of them. Yet the
language of the novel will eddy about a certain incident or name, as Melville’s
always circles back to Ahab and his wedding with the white whale. Mountains are
characters in Malcolm Lowry’s Under the Volcano, so is a ravine, a movie, mescal, or
a boxing poster. A symbol like the cross can be a character. An idea or a situation
(the anarchist in The Secret Agent, bomb ready in his pocket), or a particular event,
an obsessive thought, a decision (Zeno’s, for instance, to quit smoking), a passion, a
memory, the weather, Gogol’s overcoat— anything, indeed, which serves as a fixed
point, like a stone in a stream or that soap in Bloom’s pocket, functions as a
character. Character, in this sense, is a matter of degree, for the language of the
novel may loop back seldom, often, or incessantly. But the idea that characters are
like primary substances has to be taken in a double way, because if any thing
becomes a character simply to the degree the words of the novel qualify it, it also
loses some of its substance, some of its primacy, to the extent that it, in turn,
qualifies something else. In a perfectly organized novel, every word would
ultimately qualify one thing, like the God of the metaphysician, at once the subject
and the body of the whole.4 Normally, characters are fictional human beings, and
thus are given proper names. In such cases, to create a character is to give meaning
to an unknown X; it is absolutely to define; and since nothing in life corresponds to
these X’s, their reality is borne by their name. They are, where it is.
Most of the words the novelist uses have their meanings already formed. Proper
names do not, except in a tangential way. It’s true that Mr. Mulholland could not be
Mr. Mull, and Mr. Cashmore must bear, as best he can, the curse of his wealth
forever, along with his desire for gain. Character has a special excitement for a
writer (apart from its organizing value) because it offers him a chance to give fresh
meaning to new words. A proper name begins as a blank, like a wall or a canvas,
upon which one might paint a meaning, perhaps as turbulent and mysterious, as
treacherous and vast, as Moby-Dick’s, perhaps as delicate, scrupulous, and sensitive
as that of Fleda Vetch.
I cannot pause here over the subject of rhythm and sound, though they are the
heartbeat of writing, of prose no less than poetry.
Their friend, Mr. Grant-Jackson, a highly preponderant pushing
person, great in discussion and arrangement, abrupt in overture,
unexpected, if not perverse, in attitude, and almost equally acclaimed

and objected to in the wide midland region to which he had taught, as
the phrase was, the size of his foot— their friend had launched his bolt
quite out of the blue and had thereby so shaken them as to make them
fear almost more than hope.5
Mr. Grant-Jackson is a preponderant pushing person because he’s been made by p
’s, and the rhythm and phrasing of James’s writing here prepares and perfectly
presents him to us. Certainly we cannot think of Molly Bloom apart from her music,
or the gay and rapid Anna Livia apart from hers.
If one examines the texture of a fiction carefully, one will soon see that some words
appear to gravitate toward their subject like flies settle on sugar, while others seem
to emerge from it. In many works this logical movement is easily discernible and
very strong. When a character speaks, the words seem to issue from him and to be
acts of his. Description first forms a nature, then allows that nature to perform. We
must be careful, however, not to judge by externals. Barkis says that Barkis is
willing, but the expression functions descriptively to qualify Barkis, and it is
Dickens’s habit to treat speech as if it were an attribute of character, like tallness or
honesty, and not an act. On the other hand, qualities, in the right context, can be
transformed into verbs. Later in the book don’t we perceive the whiteness of the
whale as a design, an intention of Moby-Dick’s, like a twist of his flukes or the
smashing of a small boat?
Whether Mr. Cashmore was once real and sat by James at someone’s dinner table, or
was instead the fabrication of James’s imagination,6 as long as he came into being
from the world’s direction he once existed outside language. The task of getting him
in I shall call the problem of rendering. But it must be stressed (it cannot be stressed
too severely) that Mr. Cashmore may never have had a model, and may never have
been imagined either, but may have come to be in order to serve some high
conception (a Mr. Moneybags) and represent a type, not just himself, in which case
he is not a reality rendered, but a universal embodied.7 Again, Mr. Cashmore might
have had still other parents. Meanings in the stream of words before his appearance
might have suggested him, dramatic requirements may have called him forth, or he
may have been the spawn of music, taking his substance from rhythm and
alliteration. Perhaps it was all of these. In well-regulated fictions, most things are
over-determined.
So far I have been talking about the function of a character in the direct stream of
language, but there are these two other dimensions, the rendered and the embodied,
and I should like to discuss each briefly.
If we observe one of J. F. Powers’s worldly priests sharpening his eye for the pin by
putting through his clerical collar, the humor, with all its sharpness, lives in the
situation, and quite incidentally in the words.8 One can indeed imagine Powers
thinking it up independently of any verbal formula. Once Powers had decided that it

would be funny to show a priest playing honeymoon bridge with his housekeeper,
then his problem becomes the technical one of how best to accomplish it. What the
writer must do, of course, is not only render the scene, but render the scene
inseparable from its language, so that if the idea (the chaste priest caught in the
clichés of marriage) is taken from the situation, like a heart from its body, both die.
Far easier to render a real cornfield in front of you, because once that rendering has
reached its page, the cornfield will no longer exist for literary purposes, no one will
be able to see it by peering through your language, and consequently there will be
nothing to abstract from your description. But with a ‘‘thought up’’ scene or
situation, this is not the case. It comes under the curse of story. The notion, however
amusing, is not literary, for it might be painted, filmed, or played. If we inquire
further and ask why Powers wanted such a scene in the first place, we should find, I
think, that he wanted it in order to embody a controlling ‘‘idea’’—at one level of
abstraction, the worldliness of the church, for instance. If he had nuns around a
kitchen table counting the Sunday take and listening to the Cubs, that would do it.
Father Burner beautifully embodies just such a controlling idea in Powers’s
celebrated story ‘‘The Prince of Darkness.’’ Both rendering and embodying involve
great risks because they require working into a scientific order of words what was
not originally there. Any painter knows that a contour may only more or less enclose
his model, while a free line simply and completely is. Many of the model’s contours
may be esthetically irrelevant, so it would be unwise to follow them. The free line is
subject to no such temptations. Its relevance can be total. As Valéry wrote: There are
no details in execution.
Often novelists mimic our ordinary use of language. We report upon ourselves; we
gossip. Normally we are not lying; and our language, built to refer, actually does.
When these selfsame words appear in fiction, and when they follow the forms of
daily use, they create, quite readily, that dangerous feeling that a real Tietjens, a real
Nickleby, lives just beyond the page; that through that thin partition we can hear a
world at love.9 But the writer must not let the reader out; the sculptor must not let
the eye fall from the end of his statue’s finger; the musician must not let the listener
dream. Of course, he will; but let the blame be on himself. High tricks are possible: to
run the eye rapidly along that outstretched arm to the fingertip, only to draw it up
before it falls away in space; to carry the reader to the very edge of every word so
that it seems he must be compelled to react as though to truth as told in life, and
then to return him, like a philosopher liberated from the cave, to the clear and
brilliant world of concept, to the realm of order, proportion, and dazzling
construction... to fiction, where characters, unlike ourselves, freed from existence,
can shine like essence, and purely Be.
Notes
1. This has already been discussed in ‘‘Philosophy and the Form of Fiction.’’ In
‘‘Mirror, Mirror,’’ I complain that Nabokov’s omnipotence is too intrusive. [The
essays to which Gass refers in all of these notes appear in W. H. Gass, Fiction and
The Figures of Life.]

2. I treat the relation of fiction to life in more detail in ‘‘In Terms of the Toenail:
Fiction and the Figures of Life.’’ The problem is handled in other ways in ‘‘The Artist
and Society,’’ ‘‘Even if, by All the Oxen in the World,’’ and ‘‘The Imagination of an
Insurrection.’’
3. Of course nothing prevents a person from feeling that life is like this. See ‘‘A Spirit
in Search of Itself.’’
4. There is no reason why every novel should be organized in this way. This method
constructs a world according to the principles of Absolute Idealism. See ‘‘Philosophy
and the Form of Fiction.’’
5. Henry James, ‘‘The Birthplace.’’
6. Some aspects of this imagination are dealt with in ‘‘The High Brutality of Good
Intentions,’’ and ‘‘In The Cage.’’
7. See ‘‘Philosophy and the Form of Fiction.’’
8. I enlarge on this aspect of Powers’s work in ‘‘The Bingo Game at the Foot of the
Cross.’’
9. See ‘‘The Medium of Fiction.’’
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